ACCESSIBILITY

Haverford College is committed to providing equal access and services to maintain a barrier-free environment. This map represents the primary aspects of physical access to buildings and facilitates to avoid campus visitors. The College is also prepared to respond to other access requests. Additional accessibility resources within each building are detailed at hasbursr.org.

REQUESTS, REPORTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Barriers may be reported by visiting hasbursr.org. Any access requirements or suggestions may be communicated directly to (610) 896-1324. Barriers may be reported at hav.to/barrier.

ReCOMMENDATIONS

Additional accessibility resources within each building are prepared to respond to other access requests. Maintaining a barrier-free environment. This map represents the primary aspects of physical access to buildings and facilitates to avoid campus visitors. The College is also prepared to respond to other access requests. Additional accessibility resources within each building are detailed at hasbursr.org.
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